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AT A GLANCE 

• Gain access to Oracle 

Security Experts to help 

secure your SOA frameworks 

• Roadmap to grow your 

strategic SOA vision in a 

secure, reliable manner  

• Recommendations on critical 

SOA security architecture, 

and design related issues and 

risks  

• Comprehensive knowledge 

transfer of Oracle best 

practices on SOA direct to 

your team 

 

 

 

 

RELATED SERVICES 

You may also be interested in 

the following offerings from 

Oracle Consulting: 

• Oracle SOA Security Rapid 

Start 

• Oracle SOA Governance 

Service 

• Oracle SOA Infrastructure 

Service  

• Oracle SOA Center Of 

Excellence Service  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Are you concerned that your organization does not have a common 

framework for securing Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) services, 

resulting in a SOA environment that does not meet the requirements of your 

enterprise security policies? Would you like to share a common 

understanding of users, groups, roles and entitlements across your 

applications?  

Oracle’s SOA Security Planning Service will help you get started on the 

right track by establishing a plan for securing your SOA environment to meet 

the requirements of your enterprise. 

Overview 

The evolution from traditional large applications to distributed Service-Oriented Architecture 

marks another leap forward in the trend toward distributed, loosely coupled application 

engineering. While the move toward independent services provides greater business and IT 

benefits in terms of agility and reuse - at the same time, it increases the need to provide a 

common framework.  These SOA frameworks must provide capabilities across an enterprise 

of services, supporting a wide array of systems, languages, and development platforms.   

Perhaps the most critical function of such frameworks is the ability to provide security.  

The Oracle SOA Security Planning Service provides the assistance of a team of Oracle 

Experts. Our experts will work with you in defining an Oracle SOA security architecture, and 

an associated plan for realizing security in your SOA environment(s). This will help ensure 

your SOA implementations meet the requirements of your enterprise security policies.  

Scope of the Offering 

The Oracle SOA Security Planning Service provides a tailored service designed to work in 

collaboration with your security experts to produce a target SOA security architecture and 

plan, which can be applied to current and future development projects. The service is part of 

the SOA governance strategy and methodology from Oracle and touches on many aspects of 

security, including identity propagation, access control, confidentiality and defines the role of 

each architectural layer in the overall end-to-end SOA security strategy. This service will 

include a security strategy for your Oracle SOA environment, help you identify where security 

concerns should be handled and how to take care of these.  

This service typically includes the following activities:  

• Analyze your current SOA related security policies and SOA framework(s). 

• Assist in the establishment of an Oracle SOA security architecture for your 

organization that is aligned with your enterprise’s security policies. 
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ORACLE CONSULTING 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

• Leading Expertise: Oracle's 

own experts providing thought 

leadership for every Oracle 

solution. 

• Broad Coverage:  “End-to-

end” lifecycle services across 

the entire Oracle product 

footprint. 

• Global Scale:  13,000 Oracle 

experts in 145 countries, 

serving over 20 million users. 

• Unified Methodology:  Based 

on industry standards, high 

quality results across complex 

projects. 

• Flexible Delivery:  Onsite, 

offsite, and offshore, along 

with innovative solutions such 

as Rapid Starts and Expert 

Services. 

• Provide a roadmap plan to help realize the vision of the Oracle SOA security 

architecture. 

• Create a common security architecture for your Oracle SOA environment, driving 

consistency and interoperability across the enterprise. 

• Assist in architecting the Oracle SOA components so that it does not compromise the 

overall security capabilities. 

• Enable on-going management of your Oracle SOA security architecture and build-out 

plan. 

Major Deliverables 

The major deliverables to be included in this service are: 

• Current State Document – describing the current reality of your security policy, 

architecture, organization, SOA frameworks and management. 

• Oracle SOA Security Reference Architecture Document – containing a target 

Oracle SOA security architecture that will enable your SOA implementations to meet 

the requirements of your enterprise security policies.   

• Oracle SOA Security Roadmap Planning Document – describing a recommended 

approach and phased plan to realize the proposed Oracle SOA security architecture in 

an incremental, manageable way.  

This service fits into the broader context of Oracle’s desire to equip our customers with a 

“Roadmap to SOA Success.”  We provide guidance for maximising SOA value, selecting 

SOA “sweet spot” projects and answering questions that arise in early deployment. Oracle has 

developed a SOA Method to help your business, plan and develop an effective SOA 

Roadmap. Oracle Consulting is ready to help you at each step towards your new Oracle SOA 

architecture. 

How We Are Different 

The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we have the 

experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle software implementations.  We know 

Oracle best and can provide your business with tightly integrated, comprehensive, superior 

services throughout your ownership experience. 

Getting Started 

To learn more, please contact your local Oracle Consulting representative, email  

xps-apac_ww@oracle.com, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting. 
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